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WHOLESALE PRICE LIST

BOTTLES
Case of 250ml Bottles

We Made It
Barleywine - American / 20% ABV
It happened, we made it through. Maybe it’s more that we’re making it through, but at least the end is in sight. Let’s celebrate with a shareable tipple, a small
pour to say “we did it together, now let’s get together.” A celebration in a bottle, a reflection in a glass; we’re persevering. Share this bottle with someone
you haven’t been with in a while.

Case $138.24

WILLOW ROCK KEGS

Bear Ninja Cowboy: 2021 - Imperial Smoked Scotch Ale
Scotch Ale
Like the embers from last night’s fire, we’re all still aglow. In each of us we’ve got enough of that stuff, deep in us, that makes us hold on. The stuff that
makes us resilient and strong in the face of the overwhelming. Like those embers, it has been our ability to stick together, to hunker down, that kept us
glowing. The last six years have been both a blur and a lifetime, but every step of the way has been in good company. Use this beautiful double smoked
scotch ale to help slow down and enjoy the contemplative moments, just a glass, a can, and slow burn to the bottom. Enjoy the ride, Cowboy.

1/6 Keg $120

Breakout Blonde
Blonde Ale / 5.5% ABV
Breakout of the zone with this crushable blonde ale. Combining pilsner malt and noble hops makes this one easy drinking beer.

1/6 Barrel $79

Congress
Lager - American Light / 4.8% ABV
An historic lager recipe updated by modern brewing practices. A light-bodied approachable beer, typical of this style, that is for anyone, at any time.

1/6 Keg $79

1/2 Keg $149

Godcilla Vs Mister Zero
IPA - Sour / 6.2% ABV
When two heavyweights combine, sometimes the outcome is magical. More than the sum of its parts, Mister Zero’s Citra and Apollo combo take a big
swing on the kettle sour goodness that is Godcilla. Citrusy and tart, this Sour IPA is a smashing success. Hop in the ring and take this combo for a round
or two.

1/6 Keg $109

Godcilla: Emerald Spire And Gemini
Sour - Other / 3.9% ABV
When you want different, you gotta expect to get different! We took our awesome kettle sour base and thrashed in more Gemini and Emerald Spire hops
than you’ve ever had before! How do I know that? Because Gemini and Emerald Spire are two new NYS grown hop varieties that are showcasing some
crazy, awesome new flavors. Try the local hops, here and now.

1/6 Keg $89

Godcilla: Fruit Cup
Sour - Fruited / 3.9% ABV
FRUIT CUP! Sometimes two just doesn’t cut it, so we mashed three different fruits into the maw of this monster. Passion Fruit, Tangerine, AND
Pomegranate, all coming together in one can to bring more fruit flavor per ounce than should even be possible. It probably even has Vitamin C, or
something.

1/6 Keg $89
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Half In the Bag
IPA - American / 6.8% ABV
A Bold west coast IPA brimming with cascade, centennial and columbus. Bitter but enjoyable for all the hopheads out there. Half in the Bag will get you
where you're going.

1/6 Barrel $85

1/2 Barrel $179

Jim
Brown Ale - American / 5.2% ABV
A touch of smooth hops mix with shockingly powerful chocolate and caramel malts.

1/6 Barrel $79

1/2 Barrel $159

Jorts
IPA - White / 6.8% ABV
A collaboration brew with our pals at Lucky Hare. This Belgian inspired White IPA is brewed with wheat malts and Amarillo hops to give a refreshing,
hoppy, Spring-time brew that's perfect for drinking while wearing your favorite Jorts.

1/6 Keg $109

Mister Zero
IPA - New England / 6.2% ABV
Exploding with Citra Cryo and Apollo hops, this one balances dank and citrus with a unique malt from Ireland grown specifically for IPAs.

1/6 Barrel $99

1/2 Barrel $220

PBCMS
Stout - Imperial / 10% ABV
Rich chocolate decadence with layers of peanut butter meet your taste buds in an experience unlike any other.

1/6 Keg $120

Reverse Vampire
IPA - Black / 6.1% ABV
Earthy and piney hops do battle with dark roasted malts in this explosion of flavor. Combining the best of an IPA and the best of a stout, Reverse Vampire
will suck you in.

1/6 Keg $89

WILLOW ROCK BEER 6X4X16 CASES

2 Min For Dry Hopping
Blonde Ale / 5.5% ABV
Our blonde got chirping and things got chippy, it happens, but now you've gotta do the time. Featuring all new Zamba hops. This blonde ale is tropical, with
pineapple and tangerine notes and a just a little bit of dank edge. Let it out of the box and see if we can get five and a game, boom!

Case $62

Bear Ninja Cowboy: 2021 - Imperial Smoked Scotch Ale
Scotch Ale
Like the embers from last night’s fire, we’re all still aglow. In each of us we’ve got enough of that stuff, deep in us, that makes us hold on. The stuff that makes
us resilient and strong in the face of the overwhelming. Like those embers, it has been our ability to stick together, to hunker down, that kept us glowing. The
last six years have been both a blur and a lifetime, but every step of the way has been in good company. Use this beautiful double smoked scotch ale to help
slow down and enjoy the contemplative moments, just a glass, a can, and slow burn to the bottom. Enjoy the ride, Cowboy.

Case $90

Breakout Blonde
Blonde Ale / 5.5% ABV
Breakout of the zone with this crushable blonde ale. Combining pilsner malt and noble hops makes this one easy drinking beer.

Case $44.99

Congress
Lager - American Light / 4.8% ABV
An historic lager recipe updated by modern brewing practices. A light-bodied approachable beer, typical of this style, that is for anyone, at any time.

Case $44.99

Godcilla Vs Mister Zero
IPA - Sour / 3.9% ABV
When two heavyweights combine, sometimes the outcome is magical. More than the sum of its parts, Mister Zero’s Citra and Apollo combo take a big swing
on the kettle sour goodness that is Godcilla. Citrusy and tart, this Sour IPA is a smashing success. Hop in the ring and take this combo for a round or two.

Case $85
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Godcilla: Emerald Spire And Gemini
Sour - Other / 3.9% ABV
When you want different, you gotta expect to get different! We took our awesome kettle sour base and thrashed in more Gemini and Emerald Spire hops than
you’ve ever had before! How do I know that? Because Gemini and Emerald Spire are two new NYS grown hop varieties that are showcasing some crazy,
awesome new flavors. Try the local hops, here and now.

Case $62

Godcilla: Fruit Cup
Sour - Fruited / 3.9% ABV
FRUIT CUP! Sometimes two just doesn’t cut it, so we mashed three different fruits into the maw of this monster. Passion Fruit, Tangerine, AND Pomegranate,
all coming together in one can to bring more fruit flavor per ounce than should even be possible. It probably even has Vitamin C, or something.

Case $62

Half In the Bag
IPA - American / 6.8% ABV
A Bold west coast IPA brimming with cascade, centennial and columbus. Bitter but enjoyable for all the hopheads out there. Half in the Bag will get you where
you're going.

Case $54

Jim
Brown Ale - American / 5.2% ABV
A touch of smooth hops mix with shockingly powerful chocolate and caramel malts.

Case $44.99

Jorts
IPA - White / 6.8% ABV
A collaboration brew with our pals at Lucky Hare. This Belgian inspired White IPA is brewed with wheat malts and Amarillo hops to give a refreshing, hoppy,
Spring-time brew that's perfect for drinking while wearing your favorite Jorts.

Case $85

Mister Zero
IPA - New England / 6.2% ABV
Exploding with Citra Cryo and Apollo hops, this one balances dank and citrus with a unique malt from Ireland grown specifically for IPAs.

Case $78

Reverse Vampire
IPA - Black / 5.5% ABV
Earthy and piney hops do battle with dark roasted malts in this explosion of flavor. Combining the best of an IPA and the best of a stout, Reverse Vampire will
suck you in.

Case $62

LEAF HARD SELTZER 4X6X16 CASES

Leaf : POG
Hard Seltzer / 4.9% ABV
Passionfruit, Orange, and Guava come together like a warm tropical breeze. Whether it’s the ocean, the lake, or the pool, POG is sure to be just the right
amount of refreshing for getting back to nature.

Case $30.65

Leaf: Dragon Berry
Hard Seltzer / 4.9% ABV
Filled with fresh dragonfruit flavor, this clean, low-carb seltzer is a great way to cool down. Rounded out with just a touch of blueberry, this seltzer is fierce
with flavor, but tame to drink.

Case $30.65

Leaf : Mint Lime
Hard Seltzer / 4.9% ABV
Mint and Lime for those days in the sun, those days in the lawn or those days at the beach. Bright, crisp, and refreshing, feel the cool mint and citrus lime
flavors keep you chill, wherever you are in nature.

Case $30.65

Leaf: Mixed Berry
Hard Seltzer / 4.9% ABV
Strawberry, Raspberry and Blueberry come together to create a refreshing, crisp, easy-drinking hard seltzer for any time thirst and nature combine.

Case $30.65
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